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Impeachment not necessary
Following a special meeting, USUSA Executive Council votes not to impeach CHaSS Senator
4By Jeffrey Dahdah
news editor

The executive council held a vote on whether
or not to recommend the
impeachment of College
of Humanities and Social
Sciences senator Nickoles
Clason on Feb. 19.
The vote did not pass with
three votes for impeachment and five against. Had
the council voted to impeach
Clason, the recommendation would have then gone
to the hearing board.
“That was a meeting of
the executive council simply
listening to charges to see if
there was cause to be able
to move it to the hearing
board,” said James Morales,
vice president for student
services. “They didn’t find
sufficient reason to move it
toward the hearing board
and consider impeachment.”
The reason for the vote was
because Clason expressed
concerns to a member of
The Utah Statesman off the
record, though his concerns
were not published. Morales
said the way he went about
it compromised his duty,
so student body president
Doug Fiefia called a student
officer meeting to hear the
case.

“Senator Clason was being
reviewed due to dishonesty,
maintaining the integrity
of his office as senator and
fulfilling his duty to represent students to officers, students, administration, etc.,”
Fiefia said in an email to
the Statesman. “We decided
to hold the meeting earlier
that week. It was a USUSA
Officer meeting, not an
executive council meeting.
It was open, and all officers
were able to voice their opinions on the matter.”
Fiefia called Clason into
his office to ask him to resign
as CHaSS senator on Feb.
17. When Clason did not
resign, he was informed of
the meeting that was going
to take place on Thursday.
“Earlier that day Doug
had pulled me into his office
to talk to me. Later that
night I called Doug to let
him know that I would not
be resigning,” Clason said,
“so he asked me to come to a
special hearing of USUSA.”
Morales said the action
of expressing his concerns
to the wrong people, rather
than what he said, was the
initial issue.
“Nothing that he said was
not ok. It’s about not taking
this to the council,” Morales
said.

Kylee Larsen photo
NICKOLES CLASON, current College of Humanities and Social Sciences Senator, issued a public apology following a
hearing by the USUSA officers on Feb. 19.

Morales also pointed out
that officers take an oath
to follow the student code
when they are sworn in.
Clason did not do this, he
said.
“It was simply that
Senator Clason chose to go

Kylee Larsen photo
(LtoR) MILES BROOKS AND TREVOR OLSEN debate in the Taggart Student
Center on Tuesday. Along with candidate elections, students were allowed to vote on
ammendments to the USUSA constitution that will affect future officers.

Preaching vs teaching

directly to the media with
these items. There is no
issue at all with him going
to the media. Any officer
can go and talk to the media.
That wasn’t the problem,”
Morales said. “The problem was the opportunity
for those to be addressed
through the formal channels of the student governance system first, as he had
pledged to do.”
Morales said Clason also
was not completely honest
in the hearing.
“Senator Clason misrepresented the facts, and that
is not acceptable either,”
Morales said.
Clason said the dishonesty argument came from the
USUSA meeting.
“There was some. There
was one detail in the meeting
that we had for the impeachment trial that did not come
out right, and that is where
the dishonesty comes from,”

he said.
Initially, the executive
council recommended punishments that Clason be
placed on probation from
his current position as
CHaSS senator, that there
be some kind of financial
punishment determined by
Morales and that Clason
resign from candidacy
for the office of USUSA
Executive Vice President.
However, under current
USUSA constitution bylaws,
the executive council does
not have the power to give
this recommendation.
The final consequence
given by Morales to Clason
was to issue a public apology.
In the current constitution, there are two ways to
bring a case for impeachment or probation to the
hearing board. The first is
with two-thirds of the executive council voting to bring

the case, and the second is
15 percent of the officer’s
constituents submitting a
petition. In both cases, the
hearing board will then
review the case and determine if impeachment is necessary.
In online voting this week,
six changes to the USUSA
constitution were proposed
and presented as a single
item for the student body to
vote on. The fifth proposed
change on the list was to
alter that process and make
it so that a two-thirds vote
from the executive council
could put an officer on probation without bringing the
case to the hearing board.
Fourth on the list was the
addition of behavioral conduct to the “Good Standing”
requirement for student
officer eligibility.

— dahdahjm@gmail.com

Speaker talks about equal rights

Religious studies department holds panel
on the methods of teaching about faiths

Ryan Costanzo photo
HARRISON KLEINER LISTENS as Bonnie Glass-Coffin talks about the place of
religion in the classroom at a panel discussion held by the Religious Studies Department.

4By Mandy Morgan
senior writer

Professors, students and
community members gathered Tuesday for a “Big
Questions” panel dealing
with the discussion of religion in the classroom.
The panel was hosted by
the religious studies department, with four professors
sitting in to answer questions on the theme of the
difference between religion
and theology.

All four professors,
Christopher Blythe, Bonne
Glass-Coffin,
Harrison
Kleiner
and
Richard
Sherlock, had 10 minutes
each to share their personal backgrounds, their paths
to becoming educators and
their views on sharing religion and personal beliefs in
the classroom.
Each professor shared various views on religion in the
classroom, including whether or not it’s appropriate to
share personal beliefs in the

classroom setting versus
being entirely detached in
teaching religious studies.
The last portion was for the
audience to ask the panel
members more about their
views.
“In religious studies we
study about religion, not
seek for converts,” Blythe
said.
Sherlock, who frequently
visits all of the professors in
the department to discuss

jSee RELIGION, Page 6
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LILLY LEDBETTER SPOKE TO STUDENTS in the Eccles Science Learning
Center Auditorium about her experience fighting for equal rights for women in the
work place.
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Alumni and students network

Kylee Larsen photo
THE STUDENT ALUMNI ASSOCIATION hosts AlumNights to connect current students with USU graduates. The events are either held at the individual alumnus’ house or
the David B. Haight Alumni Center.

4By Mandy Morgan
senior writer

Students at Utah State University
now have opportunities to connect
with Aggie alumni from different
professions and walks of life through
weekly networking AlumNights
events.
AlumNights, hosted weekly by the
Student Alumni Association, consist
of a small group of students either
meeting at an alumnus’ home or at the
Alumni House on campus to meet,
network with and learn from those
who have a job in the their field of
study, said Shane Jonson, who is the
networking VP for SAA.
“I’ve seen, just before we even leave
the house, a lot of business cards
being exchanged, email addresses
being exchanged,” Jonson said. “One
(student) in particular was setting up

an internship for a coming summer.
And even if (the alumni) weren’t in
a position to offer something to the
students, there have been times they’re
like, ‘I know someone who can offer
something right now or in the future.’”
Jonson helps to find and contact
alumni to present at AlumNights, sets
up the event and reaches out to people
across campus so that students can be
informed and attend.
“No matter how long ago they graduated, they still are pumped about
being Aggies, and they still want to do
whatever they can to help current students,” Jonson said of the alumni who
have been involved with AlumNights.
“The issue is getting students comfortable enough to come to these things. I
think they all see the value in it, and I
think they all want to network, but I
think a lot of them are a little bit hesitant to know where to begin.”
At an AlumNight held Monday, six

students and SAA officers attended as
Rylar and Nicole Masco, who graduated about two years ago, shared information about their individual jobs
and experience in the post-graduation
world.
“The transition to being a grown-up
is awesome,” said Nicole, who works as
a physical education teacher and cheer
coach. “On the financial side, once
you’ve finished college, your duty is to
invest in yourself. Live like you’re still
in college — pay off loans, get out of
debt.”
Both discussed the importance of
investing in oneself as a student and a
graduate to prepare to be the kind of
candidate employers will want to hire.
“Start planning before you graduate, start networking and talking to
HR people at places where you want
to work,” said Rylar, a sales and service manager. “Create a self-brand
online. ... You can tell a lot from your

social media profile. LinkedIn is a big
resource. ... Put time into yourself.”
Students can find their dream jobs,
Rylar said. Even if it starts with something else, “give yourself the freedom
to take a little longer, but choose what
you want,” he said.
After presenting, students were
invited to ask questions, exchange
information and eat Aggie Ice Cream
with the Mascos.
SAA would like AlumNights to
remain more intimate, with a handful
of students who can really connect
with the alum and ask questions, said
Britnee Nuehring, the current president of SAA. However, they hope that
more people can continue to learn
about them and realize how important they are for networking, she said.
“I think that one of the biggest
problems with our generation is
students don’t know how to talk to
people,” Nuehring said. “There’s tex-

Tech Talk: Are smart phones better than ‘dumb’ phones?
Noelle Johansen

Jeffrey Dahdah

Yes

No

I was a sophomore in college
when my cell phone betrayed
me. At the time, I had some
Samsung touch-screen model
— one of those ambitious
near-hybrids with some internet aspirations but no real
functionality. I still remember
the fateful fall night. I turned
on my laptop to an email that
made my heart stop. It was a
call for a journalism student
to travel with the college of science to Texas and write about
the experience inside the
zero-gravity simulator — for
free. It usually costs around
$17,000 — and tour the NASA
facilities. The email had been
sent two hours earlier to a long
list of journalists, several of
whom had already responded
with interest.
Brief backstory: I was 17

before I gave up the dream of
becoming an astronaut.
With a smart phone, you
won’t miss out on experiencing zero gravity. You can
take thousands of photos
with memory to spare. You
can Skype with your friend
in Istanbul. You can share
hilarious group texts with
your roommates but remove
yourself from other annoying
group conversations. That is,
if you’re using iOS 8. You can
download the SNL 40 app and
watch any Saturday Night Live
sketch you’d like. The opportunities are endless. Having
a “dumb” phone in this day
and age is like choosing public
school over Hogwarts.
— noelle.johansen@
aggiemail.usu.edu

Smart phones are not
as much of a necessity as
everyone thinks. For one, a
“dumb” phone can still take
phone calls, send texts and
do things like set alarms just
as effectively if not more simply. It’s true — your phone
does not need a touch screen
to work, even in 2015.
In fact, I would even like
to suggest that they are better, especially for college
students. I don’t have the
money to buy a new phone
every time I drop one or,
frankly, the common sense
to buy a case. Instead I use
the unbreakable Samsung
Gravity. These “dumb”
phones double as weapons
to throw at people, items to
play catch with at concerts
or tools to get frisbees out

		

— mandy.m.morgan@
aggiemail.usu.edu

Tweets of the
Week
@butterfieldjb
Can we just make an official @UtahStateSA position on transparency, diversity
and student involvement? #USUSAElections #AggieStrife

of trees. I have never seen a
dumb phone’s screen crack
from any fall, much less a
1-foot drop.
They are also simply
cheaper. They cost almost
nothing now, and you don’t
have to worry about paying
for data. If you really need
Trivia Crack or Instagram,
then get an iPod. There is
wifi everywhere: your house,
campus, most restaurants,
etc. Unless you really need to
check Twitter while skiing or
update your facebook status
while you are shopping for
granola and yogurt or google the names of the Baldwin
brothers while waiting in line
at the DMV, you don’t need a
smartphone.
— dahdahjm@gmail.com

HILLSIDE MANOR
newly remodeled luxury apartments

• 8 Private Bedrooms, Fully Furnished
• Desk Bed and Bookcase in each Bedroom
• TV, DVD, VCR
• 2 New Modern Kitchens
• Laundry Facilities

ting. There’s social media. Things
are replacing face-to-face time. That’s
what we have here.”
Nuehring believes that networking
is essential for students, and that is
why SAA works so hard to provide
different experiences with different
alumni in numerous fields of work.
“To me, meeting people, especially
people in the same field, is always a
good learning experience — especially meeting fellow Aggies,” Nuehring
said. “What we want to gain is having
students being inspired and motivated.”
There will be nine more
AlumNights this semester with engineers, educators, business people,
entrepreneurs and some newly-graduated Aggies scheduled to come and
share.

• Large Living Room
• Cable TV Jacks in each Bedroom
• Wireless Internet Service
• Air Conditioning
• No Parking Hassles
• Across the Street From Campus

For more information call Darla • (435) 770-0900 • darladclark@comcast.net

@MandiWest
This wind blows. #badumtish #aggiestrife
@merrill_seth
How many committees would a
committee committee if committees could committee committees?
#USUSADebate #USUSAElections
@taycondie
Tempted to wear my “I Voted” sticker
on my forehead so nobody will talk to
me #USUSAElections
@zoefairbairn
Personally want to give a shout out to
every single candidate running - not an
easy week, but keep your chins up! #USUSAElections

#Aggiebeefs
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Two months down, 10 more to go
Students evaluate progress – or lack thereof — toward New Year’s resolutions
4By Whitney Lewis
staff writer

It’s time to think about
those New Year’s Resolutions
again.
With every intention of
doing better in 2015, people
everywhere participated in
the New Year’s tradition of
writing down resolutions.
Now that it’s the end of
February, some students
evaluate how their goals for
this year are going.
Lindsey Parrish, a sophomore majoring in biochemistry, said she had two New
Year’s resolutions: go to
bed by midnight and finish
homework before Sunday.
Reaching her goals wasn’t
easy. She had to change how
she went about her day and
swap some of her social life
for extra sleep.
“I’ve been trying to stay on
campus longer like during
the day, so I can get all my
homework done,” said Parrish, “It has been kind of
hard, but I have to like stop
hanging out with people earlier, so I can get to bed earlier.”
Parrish said the key to successfully meeting her goals
was the fact that they were
choices she had to make daily.
“I just wrote them down,
but they are daily, so I think
about them everyday,” she
said.
Though Parrish is keeping
up with her New Year’s resolutions, this kind of success
story is not always the case.
Nathan Merrill, a senior
majoring in computer science, set resolutions with his
wife.

Mark Bell photo
STUDENTS LIFT WEIGHTS AND PLAY SOCCER in the Nelson Fieldhouse. Getting into better shape is a common New Year’s resolution.

By the time February
came, those goals had already fallen through.
“We wrote them down on
the computer, but we wanted a board to track them, so
they never got tracked,” Merrill said. “That is where it fell
through.”
This is the boat many
people share. They make
goals with good intentions

and even take some steps to
meet that goal. For whatever
reason, by February the goals
often haven’t stuck.
Parrish advised that completing a goal daily is a good
way to remember it.
Dallin Leavitt, a sophomore majoring in sociology
and a member of the USU
football team, achieved his
New Year’s Resolutions by

sharing them with his family.
“My mom and my dad
would talk to me about it,
and every once in a while,
they’d send me little reminders,” Leavitt said.
According to self-improvement website life.gaiam.
com, sharing a goal with
friends and family is a good
step in the right direction
because they can provide a

support system.
Leavitt’s piece of advice
was to “make little goals that
will allow you to obtain your
large goals.”
This was also mentioned
in life.gaiam.com. Words like
‘never’ and ‘always’ are hard
to achieve while ‘more often’
and ‘less often’ are a lot more
attainable and will help setup the road to success.

In general, keeping a goal
is hard work. Parrish had to
stop hanging out with her
friends as much and go to the
library more often.
Staying motivated can
be the hardest part. Forbes.
com’s tip for staying motivated is to “make a list of the
reasons you want to accom

jSee GOALS, Page 4

Yes, please
to Poehler’s
memoir

Kelsie Lott photos
BROWN MONUMENT AND VAULT CO., a family-owned company, has completed work on and near campus,
such as the Veteran Memorial (left) and engravings on the windows of Morty’s Café (right).

Local monument business
leaves mark on Utah State
4By Melanie Fenstermaker
staff writer

What do the Veteran Memorial, the
etchings in the Agricultural Science
building, the headstones in the Logan
Cemetery and the plaques in Old Main
all have in common?
They were each crafted by Brown
Monument and Vault Co., a family-owned monument company that has
resided in Cache Valley for more than 80
years.
The company is owned by James Henry Brown IV, a fifth-generation stonemason. His great-great-grandfather, James
Henry Brown, traveled from England to
Cache Valley. Ever since then, the Brown

family has undertaken many large projects in the valley, among them helping
with the Logan LDS Temple and the Old
Rock Church.
Brown said all five of his children
learned the craft, but his daughter, Jeanette Bell, is the most committed to
continuing the business.
“It’s kind of engrained in our genealogy that we do stonework because it’s
gone back for so many generations,”
Bell said.
Brown said Cache Valley has a real
need for a family-owned monument
business.
“Years ago, a lot of monument businesses were passed from fathers to sons
to grandsons,” Brown said. “Now, you

have monument businesses that are
owned by corporations, and they’re just
like any other business entity. Sometimes you can lose the quality of some
of the monument work that’s done.”
Brown said the work is a combination
of art and craft that is catered to customer satisfaction.
“It’s very business oriented,” Brown
said. “It’s a lot of craft as well as artistical expression. It’s very rewarding.”
Utah State University asked Brown
Monument to complete several projects
on campus in the past, the biggest of
which is the Veteran Memorial in front
of the Spectrum, Bell said.

jSee STONE, Page 4

Yes, please. Those two simple words can
mean wild changes. Maybe it’s yes to love,
a new job or moving. Maybe it’s yes to stepping into the darkness without knowing what’s
coming next. That is exactly how you could describe Amy Poehler’s memoir, “Yes Please.”
I think the first time I consciously realized
how much I loved and respected Poehler was
during one of
her Weekend
Update bits on
Saturday Night
Kasey Van Dyke
Live. That, along
with her ability to make me
laugh so hard
Good
as any character
she stepped into
reads
made me take
notice. As she’s
moved through
“Parks and Rec,”
her NBC sitcom
that reached its
finale Tuesday
night, her personality seemed
to come out of a hybrid of all the different hats
I’ve seen her wear. Is it clear yet that I freaking
love Amy Poehler?
Historically, comedy is not a kind business to
women. “Yes Please” gives an incredibly intimate look into Poehler’s journey to becoming
the entertainer she is today. Aside from covering her career landmarks, including some pitfalls and small triumphs, she lets the reader into
her world. Not where she’s a household name,
but where she’s “Mom” or just Amy. She lets
us into her relationship with now ex-husband,
Will Arnett, and the time she spends with her
sons. This, to me, was fascinating and beautiful, as if she is explaining to a friend her feelings, frustrations, failures and victories.
Poehler and her memoir make me want
to be a stronger woman. I think that was the
biggest take away from the book. She’s cute,
blond and funny, but she’s also well-educated,
kind, loving and — as you find out from other
books like Mindy Kaling’s “Is Everyone Hanging Out Without Me?” or Tina Fey’s

jSee BOOK, Page 4
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Long hair, do care: a man’s love for his locks

Landon Pozernick photos
DAVID TAUBER (LEFT), JAKE HANSEN (MIDDLE) AND HENRY STROMBERG (RIGHT) show off their hair—each with a distinct style, but all longer than
what is often considered a conservative style for men.

The five most oppressive and simul- nomenon.
taneously depressing words that can be
Every day on campus a smile spreads
uttered in my presence are, “Dude, you over my face as I see the myriad of
need a haircut.”
hairstyles sported
Maybe it’s the fact that I
by men. From the
grew up in Utah Valley that
Andrew Simpson topknot to dreads
makes this phrase so smothto man-buns, long
ering, like someone throwing
hair is sported
a blanket over the stars and
by a select few
telling them to quit their troustudents and problesome shining.
fessors. The vast
Real
Perhaps it’s due to my inmajority of male
talk
volvement in various mounhairstyles are reltain sports and the metal comatively conservamunity that I’ve developed an
tive, which puts
affinity for the long, luscious
those with long
locks akin to those of Viking
hair in an interestwarriors. I don’t know why it
ing position.
is that I cling with undying teWe certainly
nacity to my hair. What I do
aren’t a minoriknow is that long hair, though
ty, nor are we as
more commonplace than perhaps ever widely accepted as some might think.
before, still isn’t a widely-accepted phe- Understandably so, because when held

up next to the countless clean-cut men
that walk about, society has taught the
viewer to cast a disparaging glance
upon the shaggier fellow.
While this certainly isn’t right, I’ve
seen it firsthand. I’ve been the butt-end
of jokes and comments. Always present
are the “When are you getting that hair
cut?” queries. To those that say I’ll grow
out of it, that it’s just a phase, I respond
simply. While I do not let my hair define
me, I certainly will admit that it’s a part
of who I am. My hair happens to be
something that I like very much about
myself and I plan to keep it for as long
as I see fit.
Interestingly enough, the decision to
have long hair isn’t something that can
be arrived at quickly. Growing hair is a
long and committing process. It’s obviously not something that can happen
overnight and requires effort and patience, as do all good things in life.

So the next time that you catch yourself making a judgment call about a
fellow’s hairstyle, stop to consider the
time and effort that went into his decision to arrive at that style. Consider the
months or even years that he put into
growing it out. Consider the fact that his
hair is an extension and representation
of that commitment.
To you men that hold up the banner
of long hair, I commend you. I encourage you in your endeavor. You are not
alone. There will come a day when the
longhaired men of the world will garner
the respect that we deserve. Until then,
stay strong, hold your head high and let
your locks flow free.
		
— Andrew Simpson is a Creative Writing major that dreams of one
day having dreads and a gnarly beard.
Feel free to write him at simpson.
andrew.p@gmail.com.

Stone
From Page 3
The memorial, which was erected in 2003,
is 6-and-a-half feet tall and 8 feet wide, weighs
approximately seven tons and is made of polished African granite. Bell said the monument was so massive they had to build a larger sandblasting room behind their workshop
and then hire a crane to lift the stone.
“Whenever you have to hire a crane, you
know you’re doing a big job,” Bell said.
Brown said another challenging part of the
project was cutting the stone correctly.
“They had to be cut on a very precise angle to accomplish what we did there,” Brown
said.
The company’s most recent project near
the university was etching the tempered glass
walls of Morty’s Café.
The etchings are the names of businesses
and individuals who donated to the restaurant’s Kickstarter program in 2014, said Preston Parker, a co-founder of Morty’s and instructor at the university. The company came
early in the morning for a few days in January
to complete the project.
Parker said he couldn’t be more pleased
with the results.
“I think it turned out way better than we
had imagined,” he said. “We’re really pleased
with the work that was done.”
Parker said the company has a reputation
for producing “honest craftsmanship for an
honest cost.”
“It’s not about the job. It’s about the customers,” Brown said. “We survive, not because we’re clever, but because we feel like
we’re really successful when we’ve taken
someone’s ideas and someone’s thoughts and
incorporated them into a design and a monument that they can both afford and that meets
the family’s need. That is very satisfying.”
— melmo12@gmail.com

Mark Bell photo
COLBY ROSS (LEFT) AND MCKENZIE WILLIAMS (RIGHT) exercise on the track inside the Nelson Fieldhouse.

Goals
From Page 3

plish the goal.” It also advises
people to think about how they

Book
From Page 3
“Bossypants” — Poehler is an
all-around genuine and good
person. She works hard and
has made an impact on the
lives of those around her.

will handle the “pity-party” moments before they happen.
If a person can shut down
the pity-parties, he or she can
continue on the road toward the
goal.
In a study at University College London, it took 66 days for

the majority of the participants
to form a habit, according to
brainpickings.org.
Sixty-six days may seem long,
but it is less than one semester.
A habit that will help obtain a
goal can be formed shortly after
the first midterm. Therefore, it’s

not too late to pull out the New
Year’s Resolutions, write them
down, think about them every
day, share them with friends and
family and fulfill them until they
are habit.

Ultimately, Poehler makes
me want to be less afraid
and to simply enjoy who I
am. We are all flawed, but
that shouldn’t excuse hate,
whether it’s directed toward
someone else or ourselves.
Call me a hippie, but with all
the hate outside our school,
we could use more love in-

side it. Say “yes please” to
help offered, new opportunities, new friends or diversity. Say “yes please” to being
the best version of yourself,
knowing that you’re still not
perfect and some days it will
feel like your constantly being pushed down. Say “yes
please” to living a full life and

loving the life you have.

— whitlewis7@gmail.com

		

— Kasey Van Dyke
is a five-year sophomore
who can’t make up her mind
about a major. Currently she
is studying physics. That may
change next week. Contact
her at kaseyvandyke2@
gmail.com.

Saturday
Saturday,
March
March
7,
2015
March 3,
1, 2012
2014
1:00
p.m.
1 p.m.

Horned/Polled Bulls & Heifers
Semen & Trich Tested. Consigned by Utah’s Top Breeders
Herd Sire & Show Prospects • Some PAP Tested
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Morrill signs autographs during
release of commemorative shirt
4By Olivia Webb
staff writer

Aggie basketball fans lined up outside
the campus store Wednesday afternoon
to purchase commemorative Stew Morrill
T-shirts and have them autographed by
him.
The Hurd designed shirts in honor of
Morrill as he finishes his last season at Utah
State as the head coach of the men’s basketball team.
“I think it’s an extremely cool opportunity that we have, to recognize one of the
greatest coaches that we’ve had at Utah
State,” said junior Thomas Rogers.
Rachel Lankford, a campus store employee who managed the autograph line, esti-

mated that more than 300 people came to
have Morrill sign their shirts. Most of them
had purchased multiple shirts.
“It’s a good way to say goodbye to Stew
and pay tribute and get part of him to stay
with us,” Lankford said.
Morrill signed shirts for about an hour,
staying longer than he had originally
planned. At one point, the autograph line
stretched from the campus store almost to
the west entrance of the student center.
Lankford attributed the event’s success to
Morrill and his legacy.
“Everyone’s going to miss him,” she said.
“He’s been a really great coach.”
Morrill’s legacy has touched a range of
students who came to say goodbye to him
Wednesday.

“I think Stew’s legacy is something very
special that you don’t see a lot in college
basketball,” Rogers said. “When you think
about Utah State, you think about Old
Main, you think about the Spectrum and
then you think about Stewart Morrill. So
his legacy has been very well defined in a
great athletics program that he’s done for
Utah State basketball.”
Sophomore Janessa Mackay has attended
Aggie basketball games since she was little.
“I wanted to thank Coach Morrill for everything he’s done,” she said. “He’s done so
much for Utah State, taking our basketball
team to a whole different level.”
The front of the shirt features a finger

See SHIRTS Page 6

Annie Hall photo
STEW MORRILL SIGNS T-shirts for fans the first
hour they were for sale during common hour on Wednesday.

Aggies eye Air Force
and MW rankings
after fifth-straight win
4By Kalen Taylor

Kylee Larsen photo

sports editor

Utah State has all but
clinched a first-round bye in
the Mountain West tournament.
The MW tournament,
which will be played in the
Thomas and Mack Center
in Las Vegas, home court
for UVLV, is set to begin on
March 11, and the championship game will be
on March 14. The teams
ranked one through six at
the end of the regular season won’t play until day two
of the tournament.
Utah State
The Aggies currently sit
in fifth place, three games
firmly ahead of Fresno State,
and after defeating UNLV
by 18 points Tuesday, USU
is riding a five-game winning
streak.
Utah State has three more
games on the season, the
first game coming on the
road against Air Force.
The first time Utah State
played Air Force, USU won
by 12. Chris Smith scored
20 points for the Aggies,
and they rolled on to the
win behind a 56 percent,
3-point shooting percentage.
“It was one of those nights
where I was feeling it,”
Smith said after the game.
“Everybody had the touch.
Everybody was sharing the
ball. Everybody was scoring,
so it was good.”
Max Yon leads the team,
averaging 13 points per
game and shooting nearly
50 percent from the field.
Yon missed the first
game with an injury, and
sharpshooter Zach Kocur
stepped up for the Falcons.
He scored 20 points on
4-6 shooting from behind
the 3-point arc. He shoots
almost 50 percent on 92
attempted shots from the
3-point line on the season.
This time around Air Force
has some momentum. The
Falcons have won three of
the last five games, including one over second-place
Wyoming by 23 points.

“I’ve always greatly admired Air Force,” said USU
coach Stew Morrill before
the two teams met the
first time. “I love the way
they play. I love how hard
they play. They are so disciplined. They are tough. You
better know what you are
in for when you play them
because they run the Princeton system, and there are
cuts, back doors set up for
3-point shooting, all of those
things that system gives
you.”
A big part of the recent
Air Force success has been
its defense. Wyoming only
scored 50 points, and the
Falcons held UNLV to 49.
“Half the time it looks like
zone and half the time it
is switching man-to-man,”
Morrill said. “There are possessions when it looks like
a combination of the two,
and if you don’t make plays
and don’t execute offensively and stand around trying
to figure out what they are
doing, that could be a real
problem.”
Utah State will stay on
the road after the Air Force
game to take on Wyoming
before returning home for
the final game of the season
against Colorado State.
The final two games will
be huge for conference
standings. CSU is currently
a half game ahead of USU,
while the Aggies and Wyoming Cowboys both have a
10-5 record in conference
play.
The Rams have one more
game against Nevada,
which they are expected to
win, before playing the Aggies.
If USU wins out the rest of
its games, it can jump Colorado State and Wyoming
to make it into third place. If
the Aggies are in third place,
they would likely take on
Fresno State in the tournament.
The fourth and fifth-place
teams play each other in the
tournament, so if USU and
Wyoming were in their cur

See AGGIES Page 6

ABOVE: CHRIS SMITH DRIVES during the UNLV game. Smith finished with a game-high 20 points. BOTTOM LEFT: THE STUDENT SECTION perfoms the Scotsman during a timeout. CENTER: JALEN MOORE SHOOTS under the arm of Goodluck Okonoboh. RIGHT: DEVOTED AGGIE FANS made signs for the UNLV game.
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Aggies hold claim to only club in the state
4By Thomas Sorenson
staff writer

Members of the USU men’s
gymnastics club traveled to
Boulder, Colorado on Friday
and placed third for its first inter-squad meet of the year.
The event marked the first
time the team has traveled for
a meet since its inception in
2012.
There are no other men’s
collegiate gymnastics clubs
in Utah, and the Aggies have
struggled to find teams to compete against.
“Nobody has really stepped
up from Utah and said, ‘Hey,
I’ll compete with you guys,’ so
for us it’s been really hard. This
year we’ve decided that we’re
going to go to them,” said Jason O’Dell, the president of the
club.
The club will also travel to
Berkeley, California in March
for a regional meet. In April, the
team will travel to Philadelphia
for the National Association
of Intercollegiate Gymnastics
Clubs national championships.

The Aggies sent three club
members to the national championships last year, with all
three finishing in the top 100
out of 400 participants.
O’Dell and Ahseante’ Hicks,
the team captain and man who
started the club, have big goals
for the future.
“Our overall goal is to one day
become a club sport,” Hicks
said.
They’ve focused on finding
people to join the team, Hicks
said.
“What we’ve done to grow
it, pretty much, a lot of advertising. We’ve done Day on the
Quad, Student Involvement
Fair. Any way we can get people
to know that we exist, we did it,”
he said. “It’s definitely grown a
lot. We went from three people
to, now we’re at seventeen in
our club.”
The new members that have
joined this year have been
surprised at the atmosphere
around the club.
“It’s turned out to be a lot
more fun than I actually pictured,” said Ryley Jackson, a

first-year member of the club.
Members of the club call
themselves a family and try to
do things together outside of
practice, Jackson said.
“Our whole thing about the
club is everyone being able to
help everybody,” Hicks said.
“There’s always some form of
input that you can say that will
help somebody else.”
The club will be hosting a
home meet against Northern
Arizona University on March
28 at 3:00 p.m. It will be held at
Altius Gymnastics Academy in
Logan. The team members are
hoping for a big turn-out from
Aggie fans, Hicks said.
More information on the
USU Men’s Gymnastics Club
can be found on Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter, and on its
YouTube page. They are also accepting sponsorship donations
on giveforward.com, search
“USU Gymnastics Club.”
— thomas.sorenson@
aggiemail.usu.edu
Twitter: @tomcat340

Aggies
From Page 5

Kylee Larsen photo
STEW MORRILL SIGNALS TO HIS PLAYERS while coaching them in the
second half of the game against UNLV. After the halftime adjustments by Morrill and the
coaching staff, USU held UNLV to 27 second-half points on 32 percent shooting.

Religion
From Page 1
this topic, was the one who
wanted to put together the
panel.
“[It was] his brain child.
Since we have all these different views, he said we should
put them out there,” Blythe
said.
It’s all about discussion and
dialogue, not debate, GlassCoffin said. An educator
should put themselves personally into the classroom, but
there is a line, and proselytizing is not appropriate, she
said.
“I tell my students, ‘If you
paid for my opinions, you
over-paid,’” Kleiner said. “I
want you to learn from Plato.
... I want you to learn from
people who are actually worth
listening to, and I am not one
of those people. ... I really

believe the big questions are
taught in my classes. I don’t
think because I suspend my
own personal convictions that
my classes aren’t about big
questions. They are.”
Students from many different fields of study attended
because of involvement in religious studies at the university
or for extra credit in a class.
“I’m used to talking about
religion in a classroom setting, not anyone speaking
from religion,” Erika Lamborn
said. “I’m interested to see
what professors say from that
point of view.”
Lamborn, a junior in philosophy and environmental
studies, was also interested
in seeing what might be said
about Christianity and all
other religions, due to the religious majority at USU.
“It is interesting, seeing if
there are any conflicting interests, or to see if people feel
like they have their religions

Shirts
From Page 5
pointing upward, made of words that describe
Morrill’s legacy. The back of the shirts is designed like a sports jersey with the number 17 to

pushed against — hopefully not, but you never know,”
Lamborn said.
Tracy Welker, a junior in
philosophy and psychology,
came for a class and to hear the
opinions of many of her professors, including real arguments on the topic instead of
just sharing emotions.
“I think that a person’s
belief and experience with
faith is important to them,”
Welker said. “And from the
psychological perspective, this
is also important. Whether or
not you are able to express
your beliefs, and if not, how
you’ll be influenced by public
opinion.”
To learn more about the
Religious Studies Club and
events sponsored by the club
visit history.usu.edu/htm/
study/clubs-and-organizations/religious-studies-club.

rent positions, they would
square off in the first tournament game.
“One of my assistants
overheard the kids talking
about our exhibitions when
we barely won,” Morrill
said. “They were wondering
if we were going to be able
to win any games. I think it’s
been rewarding for them. I
think they’re a little proud of
themselves, and you need
to be. You don’t need to always be thinking you’re not
doing good enough. You
need to feel good about
yourself.”
Utah State was originally
picked to finish No. 10 in the
MW preseason poll, but this
team has surpassed those
expectations and proven
many wrong as the season
progressed.
“It’s been just a great
group that way,” Morrill
said. “Trying to trust in what
we’re telling them, do what
we’re telling them and getting better as we go. That
was kind of our thing: Let’s
just try to keep getting better. Let’s get better as we
go.”
Freshman forward David
Collette has helped lead the
young Aggie squad chipping in 13 points per game
and shooting 58 percent
from the floor. He expects
his team to continue on the
hot streak the rest of the
season.

“Three more games,”
Collette said. “Three more
wins.”
The rest of the
Mountain West’s
top teams
If the tournament were to
start today, here’s what the
standings would look like:
San Diego State is the firstranked team in the conference, two games ahead of
Wyoming. In my eyes San
Diego State is the class of
the MW. However, it has
shown some inconstancies
in conference play, losing to
Fresno State by two, Colorado State by six and Boise
State by 15. All away games.
San Diego State is good, but
if the Aztecs aren’t playing
at home, they are beatable.
Boise State is holding
onto second place at an
11-4 mark in the MW. After
losing the first three conference games, Boise won
eight straight and has only
one loss since. The Broncos
will travel to take on San Diego State and San Jose State
before finishing with Fresno
State at home. The key player for the Broncos is Derrick
Marks, who scores more
than 20 points per game.
Boise State will likely stay
where they are for the tournament, probably losing to
SDSU and beating the other
two California teams.
The third-place ranking
belongs to Colorado State.
CSU has been almost exactly as advertised — very
talented and pretty inconsistent. When things are clicking, they can put up lots of
points and take away oppo-

nents’ scoring. The problem
is that in the five losses, they
averaged less than 60 points
per game and scored less
than 50 in one. The Rams’
final game is against the Aggies, a team they currently
have a half-game lead on.
The Wyoming Cowboys
have been a bit of a surprise
this season. After being
picked to finish sixth, the
Cowboys went on a tear at
the beginning of the year.
Larry Nance Jr. emerged
as a true scoring threat
and dominant post player.
Nance has missed the last
four games with mononucleosis, and Wyoming lost
three of the five games.
Nance returned to the lineup Wednesday, but Wyoming suffered a costly conference loss to Fresno State.
The Cowboys dropped
from second to fourth place
after the game.
Next up in the MW, Utah
State. You already know.
Sitting at sixth place is
Fresno State. FSU picked
up a big win over Wyoming
Wednesday to move to 8-7
in conference play and put
them two games ahead of
UNLV. The Bulldogs rely
heavily on guard Marvelle
Harris. He scores more than
17 points per game to go
along with five rebounds
and nearly four assists. Barring a complete meltdown
by the top five teams, Fresno won’t move up.

— kalen.s.taylor@
gmail.com
Twitter: @kalen_taylor

Women’s basketball drops to 4-11 in MW

— mandy.m.morgan@
aggiemail.usu.edu

represent the number of years Morrill has spent
at Utah State.
“We tried to incorporate the things that are
Stew’s legacy,” said Justin Miller, Hurd president.
Morrill’s last home game will be against Colorado State on Saturday, March 7, at 7:00 p.m.
— olivia.webb@aggiemail.usu.edu
Twitter: @oliviawebb77

Ryan Costanzo photo
FRANNY VAAULU GRABS A REBOUND while Tilar Clark gets pushed
and Funda Nakkasoglu looks on. USU lost to UNLV 69-61in Las Vegas. Next up for
the Aggies, they host the Wyoming Cowboys in the Spectrum.
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Page
Opinions on this
page (columns, letters) unless otherwise
identified are not from
Utah Statesman staff,
but from a wide variety of members of
the campus community who have strong
opinions, just like you.
This is an open forum.
Want to write something? Contact us:
statesmaneditor@
aggiemail.usu.edu.

Even if you’re not sure,
graduates need a plan
We’ve all been told that
we should find a job doLevi
ing what we love. Unfortunately for me, my chances
of becoming an NFL player are now nearly zero,
given that I haven’t played
in years. My dreams of
being a professional trap
shooter? Those are probably out the window as
well. I do have other interests, but the careers relating to them won’t support
the size of family I’d like
to have. Surely there must
be something missing
from this picture.
The reality is that the people who
give this advice — your parents, family
friends or other mentors — probably
didn’t know they loved their particular field for a long time, maybe not
even until they’d begun working in it.
Many of them gave up what they initially thought they “loved” in order to
find their current career.
After all, who grows up saying they
want to be an accountant? A few of
you may actually respond that you
did, but not nearly as many as will one
day say that you love being one.
The challenge then is to discover
your passion as quickly as possible.
Some patience will probably be required, but no one wants to slave
away 10 or more years at a job they
dislike.
In a few cases, majors can be indicative of the career fields they lead to.
For the most part, creative writing will
always be creative writing, and drama
will always be drama. Other majors,
however, don’t correlate as directly.
It’s perfectly normal to hear of education majors who go through 4 years of
undergraduate, theory-based instruction only to find afterwards that they
can’t tolerate children for 8 hours a
day. This is one of many examples. It’s
for this reason that the idea of internships was first developed.
Internships, per wikijob.co.uk, are
“an opportunity to determine if [the
intern] has interest in a particular career.” Students obviously have a great
incentive to participate in internships
if they want to solidify their career
path. The difficulty, however, is that
employers’ incentives are different

from those of the
students.
Many
employers are only
the business of
Money in
offering
interntalks
ships because they
hope that once
the agreement has
ended the interns
will stay on as fulltime
employees.
Interns
seeking
only “career exploration” could end
up being a waste
of their time if they
don’t continue on with the employer’s firm.
Personally, I discovered this the
hard way. As I walked around the
spring career fair, I noticed recruiters’
interest in me fading when I told them
I wasn’t exactly sure of my future
plans. It seemed they were hoping
that I was already sold on their particular industry for my future career.
What can be done then, lie? Not
exactly. The solution is to choose the
career that you currently feel — even
with imperfect knowledge — is the
best for you and to move forward
with it. This includes saying to those
that would offer you positions that
you intend to be with them for the
foreseeable future.
Is it dishonest to tell recruiters that
you would like a career with their
firm when you’re not entirely sure?
No. At the current moment that is, in
fact, your plan. It may be subject to
change, but it’s what you’re moving
forward with. In the hypothetical case
that nothing changes — but when
does that happen anyway? — you really would wind up working for them.
In any case, though no one is quite
sure what the future holds, oftentimes
the only way to find out is to move
forward with what you have. If you
devise the best workable plan and
make adjustments as you go, chances
are high of eventually finding something you love.

Henrie

— Levi Henrie is a sophomore majoring in economics and international
studies from St. George, Utah. He can
be contacted at levi.henrie@
aggiemail.usu.edu.

Across
1 Wrap giant
6 Reliever Orosco with the
MLB record for career pitching appearances
11 Center of excellence?
14 Quaking causes
15 Plant pest
16 Rest one’s dogs, so to
speak
17 It’s fraudulent
19 “Double Fantasy” artist
20 Extras in an env.
21 Squeezed (out)
22 Web-footed critter
24 Mustard, for one: Abbr.
25 Encouraging shouts
26 Shout
27 It’s fabricated
30 “Saint Joan” star Jean
31 __ Locks: St. Marys River
rapids bypass
32 Hid the gray in
33 Brewers’ outfielder Braun
35 Creator of Della
37 Morales of film
40 Part of a foot
42 Pompous authority
46 It’s fake
49 Beer with “Since 1775” on
its label
50 Big dos
51 Grazing area
52 More of that
53 Detective Peter of old TV
54 Estate attorney’s concern
55 __ Lingus
56 Race errors, and what 17-,
27- and 46-Across have
59 Mrs., in much of the
Americas
60 Classic six-couplet poem
61 Has __: can save face
62 Triumphant cry
63 Dost espy

64 Has a sudden inspiration?
Down
1 Gets to
2 Heroine of Beethoven’s
“Fidelio”
3 AAA, for one
4 AAA et al.
5 Enzyme suffix
6 Hiked, with “up”
7 “The Comedy of Errors”
setting
8 Word with wood or water
9 Quote qualifier
10 Ex-mayor with a cameo
in “The Muppets Take Manhattan”
11 Abstruse stuff
12 Pedigree
13 Came (in) dramatically
18 Convention attendees
23 Exploit
25 “Live at the __”: Patsy
Cline album
26 Venomous arachnids
28 Sources of fine wool
29 “... rapping at my chamber
door” poet
34 Fish-fowl link
36 Filming sites
37 Heaven on earth
38 “Told ya!”
39 Natural light shows
41 Pours out
43 Short, tailored jackets
44 Really dug something
45 San Simeon family
47 Guards may prevent them
48 Antarctic explorer Shackleton
53 Pure delight
54 1985 U.S. Open champ
Mandlikova
57 Modern art?
58 Recess game

Horoscope love forecast - Feb. 26

Letters
to the
editor
All letters may be
shortened, edited or
rejected for reasons
of good taste, redundancy or volume of
similar letters.
No anonymous letters will be published.
Writers must sign all
letters and include
a phone number
or e-mail address
as well as a student
identification number (none of which
is published). Letters
will not be printed
without this verification.
	 Letters can be hand
delivered or mailed
to The Statesman in
the TSC, Room 311,
or can be emailed to:
statesmaneditor@
aggiemail.usu.edu.

LA Times Crossword

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
Brooklane Apartments Now Renting 2015-16.
Private Bedrooms. Comcast TV and High Speed
Internet Included. As low as $550 for Summer and
$2890 for school year. (no smoking/drinking/pets)
Come see at 645 E 900 N #1(manager) or call 435753-7227. http://www.brooklane-apartments.com/

ANNOUNCEMENTS
WEDDING IN 2015? Come
see us and plan your special
Wedding, Luncheon &/or
Reception. Visit
OldRockChurch.com or call
(435) 752-3432.
USU GAME-STAY
AVAILABILITY! OLD ROCK
CHURCH BED &
BREAKFAST. Book online at
OldRockChurch.com or call
(435) 752-3432.

Aries: March 21 - April 19
You might give someone an ultimatum as
Saturn reminds you that you deserve to
be treated like a queen. If your partner has
been neglectful, you’ll be sure to complain
about it. Just don’t be ungrateful if your
honey really is doing his or her best.

Libra: Sept. 23 - Oct. 23
With Venus opposite your sign, you’re questioning your current romantic situation. If
you’re in a relationship, you’re wondering
if it has real staying power. If you’re single,
you’re trying to figure out the best way to
meet someone special. Keep exploring.

Taurus: April 20 - May 20
The moon in your sign will make it easier to
figure out what’s going on. If you’ve been
puzzled about someone you’ve been
involved with, you’ll
soon sort things out.
If you have been on
again, off again, with
a partner, you’ll find
greater stability in the
situation.

Scorpio: Oct. 24 - Nov. 21
The moon is enhancing your psychic ability.
Pay attention to your dreams, especially if
you have vivid ones. Listen to
your gut if you get a strong impression about a person, place
or thing. Water signs like you
can be incredibly intuitive.

Gemini: May 21 June 21
Use care with your
words so you don’t
hurt anybody’s feelings. The sun is showing you that sometimes, you can be too casual and sassy with
your language. Somebody around you
could be going through a tough time, so be
kind.
Cancer: June 22 - July 22
Your powers of attraction are strong now.
If you’re single, get out there and start circulating. Don’t remain cooped up alone at
home. The moon says don’t miss out on romantic opportunities that are much closer
than you think.
Leo: July 23 - Aug. 22
With Mercury still opposite your sign, it’s
important to read between the lines. If your
honey is depressed, she could be trying to
tell you something. If your boyfriend is acting distant, maybe something serious is going on with him.
Virgo: Aug. 23 - Sept. 22
You could be annoyed by all the little stuff
this week, but try to relax. The sun is exaggerating your frustration. Focus on the big
picture. Give thanks for the many blessings
in your life, which could include health, a
decent job, and a good relationship.

Sagittarius: Nov. 22 - Dec. 21
You’ll want to take the initiative
this week as Venus inspires
you to make a move. Maybe
you’ll invite your sweetheart to
move in with you. Perhaps you
and your spouse will finally get
around to discussing having
kids. Embrace a bigger future.

Capricorn: Dec. 22 - Jan.19
You could feel at odds with your partner
as the moon creates some temporary moments of tension. Don’t let this disturb you
too much. Chances are that this is just a
brief glitch and not the end of the world.
Focus on healing and communication.

Aquarius: Jan. 20 - Feb. 18
You could have a chance to coach or
mentor someone. Maybe your sweetheart
needs to brush up on his public speaking
skills, and you can help him. Or maybe your
girlfriend needs a little coaching to remain
up-to-date on some software. Mercury is
making you a great teacher.

Pisces: Feb. 19 - March 20
A feeling of peace is descending in your life,
thanks to the sun. Sometimes you are very
hard on yourself, but you’re finally realizing
that you are a wonderful person. Relationships are getting better, too, after some
months of challenges. Enjoy smooth sailing.

— Jennifer Shepherd, the Lipstick Mystic®,
is an astrologer and columnist with over 2
million readers. For mystical fun and psychic
insights visit www.lipstickmystic.com.
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Students suffering in silence:
Mental health a serious and common issue for young adults
I recently discovered that
a history of addicI check just about every box
tion, a budding
Logan Jones
that indicates warning signs
eating
disorder,
of depression — some of you
unchecked anxiety
are about to find out the same
or a past trauma.
thing.
Frankly,
at
Asst.
If you sleep too much or
such a crucial juncsports
have trouble sleeping at all,
ture of your life,
editor
or if it’s difficult concentratnot getting your
ing on your schoolwork, or if
shit together now
you’ve lost your appetite or
could put you on
can’t seem to stop eating, and
a trajectory you’ll
you think to yourself, “Well,
have a hard time
yeah — that’s just college,”
changing further
this should be a bit of a wakedown the road.
up call.
Perhaps the
“That’s just college” is an atreason
mental
titude that masks a whole host of under- health lacks the attention it deserves is
lying issues. Turns out most every college there’s no conflict attracting people to
student can admit to feelings of emothe issue. There’s no opposition to it. It’s
tional and mental exhaustion, at least to
not like people are somehow against taksome degree. However, unlike physical
maladies, barely any know if they need ing care of depression or anxiety, but in
that complacency lies a dangerous probto get help or where to even find it.
That’s because seeking mental help lem.
There’s no popular movement bemakes you a crazy person —
At least, that’s the stigma. Telling some- hind reducing the stigma surrounding
one you see a psychiatrist regularly isn’t mental health, of seeing a psychiatrist,
of expressing your feelings that you
generally thought
of as a sound
way of putting
yourself together
emotionally. Usually it’s reduced
to a reason not to
go on a second
date.
Particularly for
college-aged students, the sooner
we can toss that
“crazy person”
stigma into oblivion, the better.
Everyone’s got
something, be it

might have a problem — of seeking help. we’re doing in life? How often do we
There’s no sexy hashtag that wannabe lose sight of why we’re even spending
activists can plaster all over social media. all this money on school? How many
There’s no rally. No spotlight. Nothing.
times a semester do you find yourself
That needs to change. The connection questioning your major, or your friends
between physical
or your relationships?
pain and seeing
We all need time to
Logan Jones
a doctor is seamre-focus, and we all have
Asst. sports editor
less — there’s
issues to work through.
a roadmap for
If you don’t think you’ve
how to handle
got any, yours are probstomach issues or
ably going to be even
slicing your hand
more of a shock.
open. There’s a
Taggart Student Cenclear distinction
ter, Room 306 probetween when
vides counseling and
an injury requires
psychological services
a skilled physifor everything from the
cian versus a bag
depths of depression
of frozen vegetato deciding on a cables slapped on
reer. I’m not running a
it.
PR campaign for them,
For whatever
and they have no idea
reason, when it
I’m even writing this excomes to their
tended opinion piece.
mental well-being, a major disconnect But we have things in place here at USU
keeps college students from seeking to prevent the psychological wounds we
appropriate help, like they would with all pick up from festering, and I’m sure
more tangible bumps and bruises.
they’d appreciate the opportunity to asNobody questions a regular checkup sist in the healing process.
at the dentist’s office or seeing the docI’m only passionate about a handful
tor when you feel as though something of things because, really, I think that’s
may be really wrong with you. You can all anyone has room for. This is one of
even suggest it to someone without them. Seeking help for issues you’re trysounding like a total jerk. “You seem ill. ing to tell yourself you don’t have does
Have you considered seeing a doctor?”
not mean you’re losing grip on reality. It
Well you know what? That same con- means you’re being more honest with
versation can’t be had right now for yourself than most people are willing to
those suffering from substance abuse, be.
depression, paranoia, attachment issues
But maybe I’m just crazy.
or a basic longing for a greater understanding of who they are — the things
— Logan Jones is a junior majoring in
your average school counselor can’t journalism and communication. Feel free
help you with.
to send him feedback both polite and
How nice would it be if we all had a
impolite at logantjones@aggiemail.usu.
semester check-up to figure out what
edu or tweet at him @Logantj.

“

For whatever reason,
when it comes to their
mental well-being,
a major disconnect
keeps college students
from seeking appropriate help.

”

Calendar
Thursday, Feb. 26
•
•
•
•
•

High: 43 | Low : 27 | Cloudy

Friday, Feb. 27

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Storytime at Willow ParkZoo | Willow Park Zoo,
Logan UT | $0.50, 11:30 am
Cache Valley Cowboy Rendezvous | Mountain
Crest High School | $0-$20. See Event Description
for Details, 5:00 pm
Echoing Traditional Ways Pow Wow | Utah State
University, Nelson Field House | $4, 7:00 pm
An Evening in Brazil | USU Performance Hall, USU
Campus | $10-$17, 7:30 pm
The Red Light Commandos | Why Sound | $5, 8pm
The Antics Comedy Improv | Utah Festival Opera &
Musical Theatre | $5, 9:30 pm
Black Mountain College: Shaping Craft + Design |
Nora Eccles Harrison Museum of Art | Free; Suggested $3 donation per person, All Day
Crafting a Continuum: Rethinking Contemporary
Craft | Nora Eccles Harrison Museum of Art | Free,
All Day
Relational Expressions: The Art of Everett C. Thorpe
| Chase Fine Arts Center-Utah State University |
Free, All Day

High: 43 | Low : 19 | Par tl y cloudy
Cowboy Rendezvous | Mountain Crest High

This issue dedicated to:

Sunday, March 1
High: 43 | Low : 21 | Sunny

•

USAF Concert Band & Singing Sergeants | Kent
Concert Hall, Chase Fine Arts Center, USU Campus | Free, 3:00 pm

High: 43 | Low : 25 | Snowy

Saturday, Feb. 28

•

•

Beautiful Answers to He Who Asks the Most Beautiful Questions | Taggart Student Center 315A | Free,
12:15 pm
Backcountry Film Festival | USU Taggart Student
Center Auditorium | donations accepted, 6:30 pm
Black Mountain College: Shaping Craft + Design |
Nora Eccles Harrison Museum of Art | Free; Suggested $3 donation per person, All Day
Crafting a Continuum: Rethinking Contemporary
Craft | Nora Eccles Harrison Museum of Art | Free,
All Day
Relational Expressions: The Art of Everett C. Thorpe
| Chase Fine Arts Center-Utah State University |
Free, All Day

School | $0-$20. For Bar D Wranglers - $20
VIP, $15 General Admission, $10 Students, Kids
under 5 Free, 9:00 am
Echoing Traditional Ways Pow Wow | Utah State
University, Nelson Field House | $4, 12:00 pm
Cache Valley Cowboy Rendezvous | Mountain
Crest High School | $0-$20. See Event Description for Details, 1:30 pm
Utah State Women’s Basketball | Dee Glen
Smith Spectrum | $1-$5, 2:00 pm
Kyler Tingey, Alex Oene | Why Sound | $5, 8:00
pm
Black Mountain College: Shaping Craft + Design
| Nora Eccles Harrison Museum of Art | Free

Monday, March 2
•
•
•

High: 43 | Low : 23 | Sunny

Movie Mondays - Maleficent | North Logan City
Library | Free, 6:30 pm
Relational Expressions: The Art of Everett C.
Thorpe | Chase Fine Arts Center-Utah State
University | Free, All Day
BFA 3 | Gallery 102, Fine Arts Building | Free,
All Day

Tuesday, March 3
•
•
•
•
•

High: 41 | Low : 19 | Cloudy

Turning Academic Anxiety into Academic Energy
| Taggart Student Center 315A | Free, 11:30 am
Utah State Women’s Basketball | Dee Glen Smith
Spectrum | $1-$5, 7:00 pm
Crafting a Continuum: Rethinking Contemporary
Craft | Nora Eccles Harrison Museum of Art |
Free, All Day
Relational Expressions: The Art of Everett C. Thorpe | Chase Fine Arts Center-Utah State University
| Free, All Day
BFA 3 | Gallery 102, Fine Arts Building | Free

Danny Cowser | sophomore
international relations |
Fruit Heights, Utah

